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US Futures-World Markets: It is Fed day with Jerome Powell taking center stage at 2:30pm EST (2pm
announcement on rates). S&P futures posted gains as we await the Fed’s views on economic growth and
future inflation. FedEx is +10% pre-market after posting its highest quarterly revenue in history. This is
indicative of an improving economy. Transportation and industrial stocks acted well as we see economic
activity picking up (CNBC recap of yesterday’s action https://cnb.cx/3koFc2U ) . So much that for that rotation
into value stocks. Tesla was +7% yesterday and is +438% YTD. President Trump made comments that a
vaccine could be ready in “three weeks, four weeks.” Eli Lilly is +2% pre-market on vaccine headlines. A
House panel released its report after an 18-month investigation of Boeing 737 MAX crashes and it isn’t
pretty. I’m surprised the stock isn’t weaker pre-market, but I guess that happens when you are part of a
duopoly. A couple of anticipated IPO’s begin trading today with Snowflake (Ticker: SNOW) pricing at $120 per
share. This could be the hottest IPO of the year. Interested to see where the Robinhood traders take this
thing today. S&P Futures vs. Fair Value: 17.45, 10-Yr Yield: 0.671%.
CORE Headlines:
 Multiple House Democrats are frustrated about lack of progress on stimulus bill as House Speaker
Nancy Pelosi (D-CA) holds out for a larger package. House Majority Leader Steny Hoyer (D-MD) says
members will leave for month long recess on October 2 despite Ms. Pelosi's earlier statement that
members will remain in Washington.- WaPo (in case you missed the Freudian slip from Jim Cramer
yesterday https://bit.ly/2FBEHDr )
 The Federal Reserve is expected to wrap up its latest policy meeting with somewhat rosier economic
forecasts but a renewed pledge to keep interest rates low for as long as the world's biggest economy
needs to recover from its deepest downturn in decades.-Reuters
 White House Chief of Staff Mark Meadows says stimulus proposal from moderate Democrats "a very
thoughtful proposal." He said it currently doesn't align with White House priorities but could provide a
"real opening for further discussions."-Reuters
 Ray Dalio says dollar status as a reserve currency is under threat because fiscal spending and
monetary injections.-Bberg
 At a White House ceremony, the United Arab Emirates and Bahrain signed a historic agreement to
establish diplomatic relations with Israel, with Trump suggesting that more Arab countries may soon
follow suit, allowing for the “dawn of a new Middle East.”-FT
 Hurricane Sandy makes landfall in Alabama as a category 2 storm.-NBC
 Starbucks (SBUX) believes sales recovery is at least six months away as urban centers remain quiet.WSJ (when will people go back to the office?)
 Two Boeing 737 MAX crashes that killed all 346 passengers and crew aboard were the "horrific
culmination" of failures by the planemaker and Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), a U.S. House
panel concluded after an 18-month investigation.
 China’s economic recovery accelerated in August, with retail sales, the last holdout among the
economy’s major components, returning to pre-coronavirus levels by showing their first month of
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growth this year, while other major indicators, such as factory production and investment, gained
steam.-WSJ
The Dow Jones Industrial Average has nearly recovered all the losses suffered during the coronavirus
pandemic—including a plunge of about 35 percent this spring—an epic journey during one of the
most catastrophic economic collapses in US history.-WSJ
MSFT: Story says that while chief Satya Nadella suffered a rare defeat in his company’s failed bid for
TikTok, that doesn’t mean he’s done looking for the tech giant’s next big thing as he seeks to grow its
user community and find new sectors to help sustain its momentum.-WSJ
Los Angeles-based Bank of Hope created a niche by lending to Korean Americans and other
businesses run by recent immigrants, and by merging with competitors it increased its assets to
$17.2B, but it now faces a large number of potentially troubled commercial real estate loans.-WSJ
Six states were removed from New York’s two-week quarantine travel advisory Tuesday as the state
also recorded a one percent positive Covid-19 infection rate—breaking its nearly 40-day streak.-NYP
(this is still happening?)
With Britons worried that a new six-person limit on gatherings would effectively cancel Christmas,
prime minister Boris Johnson unveiled an audacious plan to test 10 million people every day for the
coronavirus and restore life to normal by winter.-NYT (so much for flattening the curve)
The State Department is warning citizens of the risk of arbitrary “police and security power” in Hong
Kong and urging Americans to reconsider travel to the city now that the Chinese government has
imposed a sweeping security law there.-NYT
In a rebuke of Trump’s multiyear commercial confrontation with Beijing, the World Trade Organization
ruled that $360B in US tariffs on Chinese goods, starting with those imposed in 2018, violated global
trade rules and were discriminatory and excessive.-FT

Interesting Reads/Charts:
 Apple Fitness+ looks to take on Peloton https://bit.ly/33A69tG (thx Lance)
 Why McDonald’s Diet Coke tastes better than anywhere else https://bit.ly/2ZHYrfX
 UAE announce emergency approval of COVID-19 vaccine https://reut.rs/3hCEdua
All charts from The Daily Shot:
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Industrial production growth eased last month, …

Source: @WSJ Read full article

… as factory activity expanded at a slower pace (chart shows month-over-month changes).
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Capacity utilization remains well below pre-crisis levels.
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Household income continued to climb in 2019. (Easy to forget how strong this economy was prepandemic.)
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Source: @WSJ Read full article

More recently, households got a massive infusion from the government.

Source: Longview Economics
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Credit and debit card spending in Pacific states is lagging the rest of the country. (Tough to go
shopping when your house doesn’t have power or you’re worried it may burn down.)

Source: Oxford Economics

Bank of America’s fund manager survey (FMS) continues to show investors’ love-hate relationship with tech. (Sorry for
the small font)
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• A record percentage of survey participants see “long tech” as the most crowded trade.
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Source: BofA Securities, @WallStJesus

At the same time, these fund managers are massively overweight tech in their portfolios. FOMO … (normally I’d make a
sarcastic comment here, but if you are getting paid to manage a portfolio, you have no choice but to own big-cap tech)

Source: BofA Securities, @WallStJesus
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Fund managers expect corporate earnings to improve substantially. (We mentioned this in our comments yesterday.)

Source: BofA Securities, @WallStJesus
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Tech shares are outperforming again. (So much for that rotation to value.)

Transportation sector outperformance (recently driven by FedEx) tends to be a bullish sign for the
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market.
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h/t Nancy Moran

How do stocks perform before and after joining the S&P 500? (So it’s great to be included in the S&P
500, but once you’re in the club it is up the specific company to perform.)

Source: @markets Read full article

This chart shows the relative performance across commodities sectors.

Source: Arbor Research & Trading
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Here is Bloomberg’s forecast for rare-earth elements consumption.

Source: Bloomberg Finance L.P., @RichardStubbe

High-yield credit default swap spreads continue to tighten.
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banks have pulled back on lending to smaller firms.

Source: @markets Read full article

The 10yr Treasury yield has been remarkably stable.

Source: Yardeni Research
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USPS first class mail deliveries: (I’m surprised it hasn’t dropped further.)

Source: @WSJ Read full article
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Splitting each state into quadrants with equal populations:

Source: reddit

When reviewing the attached material, it is important to remember that past performance is not
indicative of future results.
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